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“If you don’t
like the way
the world is,
you change
it…one step
at a time
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Intent of well being at all planes of human life form

as a community is our only desire. Our core

principles being compassion, gratitude and selfless

help, we have carved out the niche plans of what is

needed for sustained growth for generation to

come to have a quality of life better than the

previous generation in all planes.

We have formulated the hierarchy of needs and

growth steps for our goal by keeping the

harmonious balance between what to retain from

traditions and what to pick from new technologies in

order to create a beautiful, healthy, happy and

sustainable lifestyle for our future generations. 

I strongly believe that "We do not inherit the Earth

from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children"

hence we need to leave it as sustainable as for

them to cherish.

Jagadeesan R



About Us
Part 1:

"How we live is what

makes us real"



Are you looking to create a sustainable and

harmonious lifestyle for your future generation?

Do you want to build a healthier lifestyle with

what you have and where you are?

Do you want to be a part of the next big

ecological revolution of the generation?

Then you are at the right place!

We are Greenway Living, a sustainable

organisation providing comprehensive and

consulting and high-quality management

services for a sustainable environment to build

a  sustainable harmonious wholesome life for

the future humankind.

Who we are



Vision

Our v is ion is  to  lead the

future human

generat ions towards a

"Susta inable Harmonious

Wholesome L i fe " .

OUR VISION



Mission

Our primary mission is to Provide
comprehensive and high-quality
environmental  "Project
Consulting and Management
Services".



SATISFY

HUMAN

FOOD AND

CLOTHING

1
ENHANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY AND

NATURAL

RESOURCES

2

USE

NONRENEWABLE

RESOURCES MORE

EFFICIENTLY

3
TAKE BETTER

ADVANTAGE OF

ON-FARM

RESOURCES

4
EMPLOY NATURAL

& BIOLOGICAL

CONTROLS FOR

PESTS & DISEASE

5
SUSTAIN THE

ECONOMIC

VIABILITY OF

FARMING

6
CATCH &

STORE RAIN

WATER

7

GROWING

YOUR OWN

FOOD

8
CREATING

YOUR OWN

RESOURCES

9
BUILDING A

SUSTAINABLE

SHELTER

10
REDUCING

OR CREATING

ZERO WASTE

11
HAPPIER &

HEALTHIER

LIFESTYLE

12

Our Goals towards a
Sustainable lifestyle of
the future generations



What We do

Greenway Living is working to build a future where

people and nature thrive.

We’ve got a network of experts, supporters and

followers around the world. But we’re tackling some of

the biggest challenges humanity has ever faced, and

we can’t do it alone.

To create change at the scale and speed our planet

needs, everyone must be part of the solution. That’s

individuals, governments, NGO’s and Corporate.

Whether through direct operations or supply chains,

business depends on natural resources. It needs

energy. Greenway Living works directly with Individuals,

companies and community groups to help the private

sector be better stewards of shared natural assets.



Our Projects
Part 2:

"Sustainability, is a

process of daily living

with the earth in mind"



25 cents

sustainable

and integrated

farming

25 cents sustainable and

integrated farms can be

profitable. An unbelievable

proposition for all those who

have a minimum land area of 25

cents to build a more sustainable

and profitable farming module. 

Project#1

If somebody says "small land

holdings are not viable for

agriculture", don't hear them, we

Greenway Living are here to make it

more viable and profitable for you.



Commercial Benefits of the Project #1
25 cents sustainable & integrated farming

ECONOMIC

this type of small

farming module

is highly

economical and

suitable for the

economic class.

PRODUCTIVITY

 provides an

opportunity to

increase

economic yield

per unit area per

unit time 

PROFITABILITY

The utilization of

waste material,

elimination of

middleman

interference

makes it more

profitable

BALANCED
FOOD

We link

components of

varied nature

enabling to

produce different

sources of

nutrition, for a

healthy family

RECYCLING

Increase in

natural resource

use efficiency by

early recycling of

nutrients is

possible in this

type of farming.



Assured
benefits of
Project #1

Project #1 ensures influx of income. This means

that within a year it will be possible to make profit

constantly from different agricultural sectors with

separate seasons.

Higher Yield

Soil remains fertile for a long time due to the

correct use organic waste. Most of the wastes are

used within the framework of this farming system

Soil Healthy Improvement

Alternative sources of energy can be used, reducing

dependence on minerals. Utilization of organic

substances is an efficient way of producing biogas.

Multiple uses of resources

Animals can be a source of inexpensive

fertilizers that can be put into good use

Less Utilization of Bio-Fertilizers

Healthy lifestyle is the key benefit of this project and we bet

you will thank us for the same

Healthy lifestyle



As the name indicates do-nothing agroforestry is

a method of growing an agroforest adapting the

principles and techniques of nature.  Greenway

living team will process your land and sow/plant

the required saplings at a stretch and that's it,

you will be getting your agroforest within a span

of time (say for example 1 year) without doing a

single activity at your land.

This type of project is specially suitable for busy

people who are still interested in growing their

own sustainable forest for their future

generations 

Do-Nothing

Agro-Forestry

Project#2
Let your farm

grow while you

sleep



NO

Do-Nothing
agroforestry

benefits

Fertilizer

NO
pesticides

NO
weeding

NO
pruning

NO
tillage



Better way
of investing
for the future
Do-nothing” agroforestry resists the impulse
to improve production by incorporating the
latest technology learned at a workshop or
offered by a company.
While there is lots to think about and do in
natural farming, actual physical work and
labor has actually been seen to reduce by
up to 80% in do-nothing agroforestry
On the whole do- nothing agroforestry is the
best investment for your future.

Do-nothing

agroforestry is a



Therapeutic

forestry

Project#3

Being out in nature, surrounded by

nothing but greenery has always had a

way of making humans feel at peace.

The clean crisp air, the fresh green

leaves, and the scent of the forest can

really help restore our mood and leave

us feeling refreshed.

Therapeutic forestry is a concept where

we create a agroforest with

multifunctional herbal plants and trees

to build a more healthier lifestyle  



Connecting to nature can be linked to
happiness and mental wellbeing. Spending

time in nature releases hormones that relate
to the pursuit of joy, connecting to calm and

avoiding threats.

Leisurely forest walks yield a 12.4 per cent
decrease in the stress hormone, cortisol,

compared with urban walks. Participants in
his studies have also anecdotally reported

better moods and lower anxiety.

Researchers have found that there is a 50%
improvement in creative problem solving

after three days immersed in nature with all
access to modern technology removed.

Health Benefits of the Project #3
Therapeutic forestry

Re
duces your stress Im

proves your mood

Fr
ee

s up your creativity 



Value Proposition
Creating your own therapeutic forest can bring you the

following commercial benefits.

Therapeutic forests can attract tourists which in turn

can become a great source of income.

Therapeutic forests can help you in developing other

allied medicinal practices such as forest therapy, forest

yoga & meditation which can be a good source of

income



As per Vedic Jyotisha person can become free of ailments,
physical, social and economic problems by planting a plant
or tree as per the native's birth Nakshatra (constellation).
And this is what we called as Galactic Park where our
experts create a agroforest based on your nakshatras for a
more sustainable as wells as healthier life.

A personalized Agroforest based on your horoscope.

Galactic Park

Project#4



THE DIVINE TREES

The whole world is a manifestation of five elements earth,

water, fire, air and space. The space element works in higher

dimensions of life, whereas the other four basic elements are

of great utility in day to day life. 

This is why our ancestors considered trees as equivalent to

gods and goddesses and revered them as divine elements.

Thus we Greenway Living team will help you in making your

life healthier and happier by creating an agroforest based on

your entire family's Nakshatras.



Benefits of 
Project #4

The presence of trees based on nakshatras directly creates

a healthy and sound physical, mental, psychological and

spiritual beings; which is the ultimate and absolute bliss to

oneself and to the earth too.
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Worshipping  the tree or plant as per the one's Nakshatra

provides one with the highest merit and it fulfills all wishes

and removes all the impediments of life.

A galactic park can totally give a divine atmosphere to you

and since normally trees provide us with oxygen, they not

only cleanse the environment but also maintain a harmony

between earth and the sky.

02
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Galactic Park



Industry Based

AgroForestry

Project#5

Industry Based Agroforestry is the most

valuable type of agri-project which has

higher percentage of commercial value.

 

Greenway Living team helps you in

creating a commercial forest with

commercial trees such as timber,

sandalwood, medicinal trees etc which

can be highly beneficial in terms of

money.

 

It is suitable for big industrialists,

business owners and investors. 



Pulp and
Paper
Industries

The pulp and paper
industry is one of
the key industries
in India and it is
highly fragmented.

Forest-Based Industries

Oil and
Biodiesel
Industries

Increase of private
sector oil and
biodiesel production
industries has
facilitated promotion
of tree borne oil
seeds across the
country and their
inclusion under farm
and agroforestry
system.

Timber and
Sawn Wood
Industries

Traditionally people
in the country
predominantly use
timber and other
converted wood in
all their domestic
and industrial wood
requirement

Match
Industries

Match wood
industry is one of
the oldest wood
based industries in
India. About 75 per
cent of the total
match wood
industries in the
country are located
in the state of Tamil
Nadu

Plywood
Industries

The industrialization
and urbanization and
the increased
interest on interior
decorations have
made great usage of
plywood in the
country

Suitable for industry based forestry



Ecological Sustainable

Living Concept.

1

Integrated Permaculture

farming design.

2

Natural & Organic

farming methods

3

Indian Tradition Herbal

cultivation & Process

4

Community farming

concept

5

Eco friendly Buildings6

Environmental forest

for carbon foot print

7

Organic products &

Value addition

8

Agri Automation &

Mechanisation 

9

Rain Water Harvesting 10

Agri Empowerment

Training

11

Landscaping12

Our
Services



Contact Us
Part 3:

"Buy less, choose

well, make it last"



Reach us Online
We are online now, you can

reach us online anytime from

anywhere. Book your

appointment with our experts

now, to get a valuable

consultation towards a

sustainable lifestyle
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"How we live is what
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Click the above icons to know more

about our projects

www.way4green.com

+91 73738 31113

infogwl2017@gmail.com

http://way4green.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Greenway-Living-113267577676519
https://twitter.com/GreenwayLiving1
https://www.instagram.com/greenwayliving2017/
https://wa.me/917373831113
http://way4green.com/
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?fs=1&tf=cm&to=infogwl2017@gmail.com
http://click/
http://way4green.com/
https://wa.me/917373831113
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Thank You
Address

36/24 1st Floor, Thiruvalluvar Nagar,
6th Cross, Bharathiar University(PO),
Coimbatore 641046.

Mobile

+91 7373831113

Website

way4green.com

Each one of us matters, has a role to play, and
makes a difference. Each one of us must take
responsibility for our own lives, and above all,
show respect and love for living things around
us, especially each other

Let's grow together

Natural
Living

Towards
Nature

Contact Us Sustainable 
living

Organic 
Lifving


